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Course outline

Introduction to deep learning

Fundamentals of machine learning
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Outline
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Lecture 1: Fundamentals of machine learning

Lecture 2: Multi-layer perceptron

Lecture 3: Automatic differentiation

Lecture 4: Training neural networks

Lecture 5: Convolutional neural networks

Lecture 6: Computer vision

Lecture 7: Attention and transformer networks

Lecture 8: GPT

Lecture 9: Graph neural networks

Lecture 10: Uncertainty

Lecture 11: Auto-encoders and variational auto-encoders

Lecture 12: Score-based diffusion models
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My mission

By the end of this course, you will have acquired a solid and detailed
understanding of the �eld of deep learning.

You will have learned how to design deep neural networks for a wide range of
advanced probabilistic inference tasks and how to train them.

These models seen in the course apply to a wide variety of arti�cial intelligence
problems, with plenty of applications in engineering and science.
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Why learning?
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What do you see?
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Sheepdog or mop?
―
Credits: Karen Zack, 2016. 8 / 33

https://twitter.com/teenybiscuit


Chihuahua or muf�n?
―
Credits: Karen Zack. 2016. 9 / 33

https://twitter.com/teenybiscuit


The (human) brain is so good at interpreting visual information that the gap
between raw data and its semantic interpretation is dif�cult to assess intuitively:

This is a mushroom.
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This is a mushroom.
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This is a mushroom.
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This is a mushroom.
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Writing a computer program that sees?
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Extracting semantic information requires models of high complexity, which
cannot be designed by hand.

However, one can write a program that learns the task of extracting semantic
information.
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The common approach used in practice consists of:

de�ning a parametric model with high capacity,

optimizing its parameters, by "making it work" on the training data.
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0:00 / 4:41
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Applications and successes
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Detectron2: A PyTorch-based modular objeDetectron2: A PyTorch-based modular obje……
Later bekijLater bekij…… DelenDelen

Object detection, pose estimation, segmentation (2019)
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5kpsZoKjPgQ


Google DeepMind's Deep Q-learning playingGoogle DeepMind's Deep Q-learning playing……
Later bekijLater bekij…… DelenDelen

Reinforcement learning (Mnih et al, 2014)
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=V1eYniJ0Rnk


NVIDIA Autonomous CarNVIDIA Autonomous Car
Later bekijLater bekij…… DelenDelen

Autonomous cars (NVIDIA, 2016)
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qhUvQiKec2U


Sense, Solve, and Go: The Magic of the WaSense, Solve, and Go: The Magic of the Wa……
Later bekijLater bekij…… DelenDelen

Autonomous cars (Waymo, 2022)
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hA_-MkU0Nfw


AlphaFold: The making of a scienti�c breaktAlphaFold: The making of a scienti�c breakt……
Later bekijLater bekij…… DelenDelen

AI for Science (Deepmind, AlphaFold, 2020)
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gg7WjuFs8F4


Google Assistant will soon be able to call reGoogle Assistant will soon be able to call re……
Later bekijLater bekij…… DelenDelen

Speech synthesis and question answering (Google, 2018)
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7gh6_U7Nfjs


DALL·E 2 ExplainedDALL·E 2 Explained
Later bekijLater bekij…… DelenDelen

Image generation and AI art (OpenAI, 2022)
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qTgPSKKjfVg


Creating a Space Game with OpenAI CodexCreating a Space Game with OpenAI Codex
Later bekijLater bekij…… DelenDelen

Write computer code (OpenAI, 2021)
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Zm9B-DvwOgw


Answer all your questions (OpenAI, 2022)
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"ACM named Yoshua Bengio, Geoffrey Hinton, and Yann LeCun recipients of the
2018 ACM A.M. Turing Award for conceptual and engineering breakthroughs that

have made deep neural networks a critical component of computing."
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Algorithms (old and new) More data

Software Faster compute engines

Why does it work now?
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Building on the shoulders of giants

Five decades of research in machine learning provided

a taxonomy of ML concepts (classi�cation, generative models, clustering,
kernels, linear embeddings, etc.),

a sound statistical formalization (Bayesian estimation, PAC),

a clear picture of fundamental issues (bias/variance dilemma, VC dimension,
generalization bounds, etc.),

a good understanding of optimization issues,

ef�cient large-scale algorithms.

―
Credits: Francois Fleuret, EE559 Deep Learning, EPFL. 31 / 33

https://fleuret.org/ee559/


Deep learning

From a practical perspective, deep learning

lessens the need for a deep mathematical grasp,

makes the design of large learning architectures a system/software
development task,

allows to leverage modern hardware (clusters of GPUs),

does not plateau when using more data,

makes large trained networks a commodity.

―
Credits: Francois Fleuret, EE559 Deep Learning, EPFL. 32 / 33

https://fleuret.org/ee559/


Chris Bishop, 2020.

For the last forty years we have programmed computers; for the next forty years we
will train them.
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The end.
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